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ABSTRACT

One major clinical problem with prostate cancer is the cells’ ability to survive and proliferate upon androgen withdrawal. Since $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ is central to growth control, understanding the mechanisms of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ homeostasis involved in prostate cancer cell proliferation is imperative for new therapeutic strategies. Here, we show that agonist-mediated stimulation of $\alpha_1$-adrenergic receptors ($\alpha_1$-ARs) promotes proliferation of the primary human prostate cancer epithelial (hPCE) cells by inducing store-independent $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ entry and subsequent activation of NFAT (Nuclear Factor of Activated T cells) transcription factor. Such an agonist-induced $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ entry (ACE) relied mostly on TRPC6 (Transient Receptor Potential Canonical) channels, whose silencing by antisense hybrid depletion decreased both hPCE cell proliferation and ACE. In contrast, ACE and related growth arrest associated with purinergic receptors (P2Y-R) stimulation involved neither TRPC6 nor NFAT. Our findings demonstrate that $\alpha_1$-AR signaling requires the coupled activation of TRPC6 channels and NFAT to promote proliferation of hPCE cells and thereby suggest TRPC6 as a novel potential therapeutic target.
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INTRODUCTION

After androgen escape, the prostate tumor cell proliferation becomes independent of normal growth control mechanisms. As Ca\(^{2+}\) homeostasis is imperative in growth regulation, it is important to understand how various growth factors, neurotransmitters and hormones, known to control physiological and pathological cell proliferation, participate in the maintenance of intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) homeostasis. Although the nature of these agonists has yet to be well-established during prostate cancer progression, they invariably induce a Ca\(^{2+}\) entry called “agonist-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) entry” (ACE) (4, 6, 27, 30).

Despite \(\alpha_1\)-adrenoceptor (\(\alpha_1\)-AR) antagonists being already widely used for the clinical treatment of benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) (5), the exact role of \(\alpha_1\)-AR-coupled signaling pathway in prostate cancer growth control remains unclear. Clinical studies have shown that \(\alpha_1\)-AR antagonists induce apoptosis in human prostate cancer epithelial and smooth muscle cells without affecting the cellular proliferation (20), in a way that seems to be independent of their effects on \(\alpha_1\)-AR (3, 19). In our previous study, using an androgen-dependent LNCaP (Lymph Node Carcinoma of the Prostate) cell line (17) as experimental model, we have demonstrated that \(\alpha_1\)-AR stimulation activates non-specific cationic channels leading to ACE (38).

Interestingly, we have also previously shown that in contrast to the stimulatory role of \(\alpha_1\)-ARs on prostate cancer cell growth, metabotropic purinergic receptors (P2Y-R) are involved in the growth arrest of DU-145 human prostate cancer cells (44). Such divergent effects of two receptors on cell proliferation are surprising, since both \(\alpha_1\)-AR and P2Y-R are known to be coupled to the common phospholipase C (PLC) catalyzed inositol phospholipids breakdown signaling pathway, via which \(\alpha_1\)-agonists and extracellular ATP are capable of inducing apparently similar increases in intracellular free Ca\(^{2+}\) ([Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\)) (22, 25). The opposite
end effects on cell proliferation can only be explained if the ACE controlled by each receptor utilizes different but still undetermined Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-permeable membrane channels ultimately destined to target various intracellular effectors. Currently, the members of the extensively studied transient TRP-channel family, especially TRPC subfamily (7), are considered as the most promising candidates as underlying various types of ACE, including ACE involved in proliferative cell activity (13, 14, 18, 26). However, the involvement of TRPs in mediating ACE, as well as the mechanisms of translation of generated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} signal into proliferative activity of prostate cancer cells, is far from being understood.

The expression of genes involved in cell proliferation and cell death is regulated by nuclear transcriptional factors. NFAT (Nuclear Factor of Activated T cells) proteins represent a family of Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-dependent transcription factors (8) whose activity is regulated by Ca\textsuperscript{2+}/calmodulin-dependent protein phosphatase, calcineurin (8). Another ubiquitously expressed transcription factor is represented by the NF-kB (nuclear factor kappa B) family (21) which is known to be dependent on Ca\textsuperscript{2+} homeostasis, especially on the filling status of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stores (7).

In the present study, we asked firstly whether the divergent effects on prostate cancer epithelial cell proliferation of ACE triggered by distinct membrane receptors via common signaling cascade, could be explained by different coupling efficiencies of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} entry pathways involved in either NFAT or NF-kB activation. Secondly, we wished to ascertain, if the latter were so, what type of membrane channels underlie these pathways. To this end, we used primary cultures of human prostate cancer epithelial (hPCE) cells established from resection specimens, which is much more relevant from practical perspectives than using cell lines. This allowed us to show for the first time that \(\alpha_1\)-AR stimulation enhances hPCE cells proliferation via a store-independent Ca\textsuperscript{2+} entry resulting in NFAT activation. We also show that \(\alpha_1\)-AR-stimulated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} entry mostly relies on TRPC6, which is a TRP-channel family
member, and that TRPC6 antisense knockout exerts effects similar to those of pharmacological $\alpha_1$-AR inhibition, i.e. suppression of ACE and consequent termination of hPCE cells proliferation. Furthermore, chronic hPCE cell treatment with $\alpha_1$-agonists enhances TRPC6 protein expression. In contrast, ACE associated with P2Y-R stimulation by extracellular ATP and related growth arrest involves neither TRPC6 channels activation nor NFAT translocation. Our findings demonstrate that the $\alpha_1$-AR-dependent $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ signaling which promotes hPCE cell proliferation specifically requires the activation of TRPC6 channels coupled to NFAT and thereby suggest TRPC6 as a novel potential therapeutic target for controlling prostate cancer cell proliferation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Primary culture. Human prostate specimens were mechanically dissociated and then were cultivated in KSF medium (GIBCO-BRL), supplemented with 50 µg/ml bovine pituitary extract and 50 ng/ml EGF to specifically select epithelial cells. Each samples were analyzed by immunofluorescence staining to verify the epithelial markers expression (cytokeratin 14 and 18, (40), data not shown). The culture medium also contained 50000 IU/L penicillin and 50 mg/L streptomycin. Cells were routinely grown in 50 ml flasks (Nunc, Poly-labo) and kept at 37°C in a humidified incubator in an air/CO₂ (95/5%) atmosphere. For electrophysiology and calcium imagery experiments, the cells were subcultured in Petri dishes (Nunc) and used after 3 to 6 days. Each primary culture was only maintained for two weeks to prevent the lost of their differentiated phenotype.

We used specimens from 4 localized prostate cancers of Gleason score 8-10, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level of ≥ 4.0 ng/ml and clinical tumor stage T2, from patients having undergone a radical prostatectomy. The cases were specifically selected on the criteria that the tumors were non-metastatic, and had no history of chemo- and/or anti-androgen therapy. Because of this, we believe that prostate cancer epithelial cells derived from the specimens used most likely represented androgen-dependent population. The presence of normal epithelial cells was highly unlikely, since cancerous nature of the specimens was independently confirmed by histological and anatomo-pathological analysis. All experimentations on patients tissues were performed according to the medical ethics under the agreement number “CP 01/33” delivered by the “Comité Consultatif de Protection des Personnes dans la Recherche Biomédicale de Lille” (CCPRB).

Calcium imaging. [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) was measured using fura-2 (the detailed procedure has been described previously (15, 33)). The extracellular solution contained (in mmol/L): NaCl-120,
KCl-6, CaCl₂-2, MgCl₂-2, HEPES-10, and glucose-12. For Ca²⁺-free HBSS, CaCl₂ was removed and EGTA (0.5 mmol/L) added.

**Electrophysiology and solutions.** Whole-cell patch-clamp techniques were used for current recording, as detailed elsewhere (34, 43). The extracellular solution contained (in mmol/L): NMG - 150, CsCl – 20 or CaCl₂ - 10, TEA(Cl) - 20, pH - 7.3 (adjusted with HCl). The intracellular solution contained (in mM): NMG - 125, HCl - 10, MgCl₂ - 1, CaCl₂ – 2.6 (calculated [Ca²⁺]free=100 nmol/L), HEPES - 10, EGTA - 8, and NaCl - 20 at pH-7.2 (adjusted with glutamic acid).

**RT-PCR analysis.** Total RNA from the hPCE cells was isolated as previously detailed (38). For the PCR reaction, specific sense and antisense primers were designed, based on GenBank hTRP sequences, using Genejockey II (Biosoft, Cambridge, UK) as listed in Table 1. In order to further identify the PCR- amplified products, each PCR band was extracted from the agarose gel and then subjected either to the restriction analysis using the specifique enzymes for each amplified fragment (for PCR products presented in Fig. 3) or subcloned in TA-cloning vector (Invitrogen) followed by the sequencing analysis (for PCR products presented, data not shown).

The sequences of selected oligonucleotides used as RT-PCR primers or as sense and antisenses are presented in Table I.

**Transient transfection.** For antisense assays, the sense (control) and antisense oligonucleotides (Eurogentec) targeted against each TRPC (TRPC1, TRPC3, TRPC4 and TRPC6) were designed at the initiating ATG codon level (see Table I for sequences). The hPCE cells treated for up to 72h with either 0.5 µmol/L phosphorothioate antisense oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs) and 2.5 µM cytofectin (GS 3815 to DOPE at a 2:1 molar ration, unsized) (Eurogentec) or sense ODNs by adding them directly to the culture medium. The ODNs transfection procedures were as detailed previously (42).
Cis-reporting systems (pNFAT-Luc plasmid, pNF-kBLuc plasmid and pCIS/CK negative control plasmid) were provided by Stratagene (Pathdetect® in Vivo Signal Transduction Pathway cis-Reporting Systems, United States). hPCE cells were maintained in DMEM-HG. Cells were plated in 6-well plates overnight, then transfected with the cis-reporting system selected using Geneporter-2 (Ozyme) in 2 ml serum-free DMEM-HG. After 8h, 2 ml serum-free media were added, containing either 10 µmol/L phenylephrin or 100 µmol/L ATP (Sigma).

**Western-blot.** TRPC6 and calnexin protein expression was assayed by Western-blot with anti-TRPC6- (ACC-017, Alomone) and anti-calnexin- (SPA-860, Stressgen) specific antibodies, as described previously (43). Quantification of the bands intensity was performed by densitometry on Quantity-One software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). For each experiments the signal intensity obtained for TRPC6 was normalized to calnexin value, as loading control.

**Immunofluorescence staining.** The cells were permeabilized in acetone at -20°C for 15 min. They were then placed on slides and blocked with 1.2% gelatin in PBS (PBSG) for 30 min, to avoid nonspecific binding, after which they were incubated overnight at 4°C, in 100% humidity, together with the primary antibodies for the cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4, NCL-CDK4-35 from Novocastra) and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27 (p27, sc-1641 from SantaCruz Technology) After several washes in PBSG, the slides were incubated at 37°C for one hour with FITC-labeled secondary antibodies (from Chemicon), washed in PBS and mounted in Mowiol. The sections were observed under a Zeiss Axioshot microscope equipped with epifluorescence (excitation: 450-490 nm, emission: 520 nm for FITC).

**Luciferase assay.** The cultures were harvested for luciferase activities 48 h after transfection. After cell lysis, the level of extracted luciferase from these cells was determined by bioluminescence measurement (Biocounter M1500 luminometer, Lumac, Netherlands) using the Luciferase Assay kit (Kit Galacto-Light™, Tropix).
**Proliferation assays.** The CellTiter 96 AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega Corporation) was used to determine the number of viable cells in proliferation. The assay has been described previously (38).

**Data analysis.** Each experiment was repeated several times and the results were expressed as mean ± S.E.M. where appropriate. The data were analyzed and graphs were plotted using Origin 5.0 software (Microcal, Northampton, MA).
RESULTS

In the present research, we were interested in the details of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} signaling mechanisms coupled to \(\alpha\)1 adrenoceptors (\(\alpha\)1-AR) and P2Y-purinergic receptors (P2Y-R) in prostate cancer epithelial cells and their involvement in cell growth regulation.

\(\alpha\)1-AR- and P2Y-R-coupled Ca\textsuperscript{2+} signaling involves different types of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} entry pathways in hPCE cells. Both \(\alpha\)1-adrenergic and P2Y-purinergic receptors are known to stimulate PLC-catalyzed inositol phospholipids breakdown, resulting in the derivation of two secondary messengers important for Ca\textsuperscript{2+} signaling. These are inositol trisphosphate (IP\textsubscript{3}) and diacylglycerol (DAG). IP\textsubscript{3} releases Ca\textsuperscript{2+} from intracellular stores, and the concomitant store depletion activates Ca\textsuperscript{2+} influx via store-operated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channels (SOCs), whereas DAG is capable of inducing Ca\textsuperscript{2+} entry by directly gating some cationic Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-permeable membrane channels. Interplay among various sources of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} largely determines the profile of intracellular Ca\textsuperscript{2+} concentration.

Thus, as the first step in our study we sought to examine the specifics of [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{i} signals elicited by the stimulation of each receptor in hPCE cells. This was done on the basis of fluorimetric [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{i} measurements on hPCE cells loaded with Ca\textsuperscript{2+} indicator fura-2AM in response to the bath applications of an \(\alpha\)1-specific agonist, phenylephrine (PHE), or a purinergic receptor agonist, ATP.

Fig. 1A shows that PHE (10 \(\mu\)mol/L) elicited regular slow intracellular Ca\textsuperscript{2+} oscillations. The quantification of the amplitude and temporal parameters of these oscillations (n=67 cells) provided the Ca\textsuperscript{2+} wave peak value of 512\pm43 nM, the average wave duration of 2.18\pm0.13 min and the average period of wave generation of 4.2\pm1.06 min. PHE-evoked [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{i} oscillations were strictly dependent on extracellular Ca\textsuperscript{2+} ([Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{out}) completely vanishing upon its withdrawal (Fig. 1A), thereby suggesting the absolute requirement of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} influx across the plasma membrane for their support. Moreover, first time PHE application in Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-
free solution did not cause the mobilization of intracellularly stored Ca\(^{2+}\) usually manifested by transient [Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_{i}\)] elevation (Fig. 1B, n=98), hence indicating the poor accessibility of IP\(_3\)-dependent stores for α1-AR-triggered signaling and pointing to DAG as a major messenger in this signaling pathway.

Consistent with this notion and in a full agreement with our previous studies (37, 38), the application of 1-oleoyl-2-acetyl-sn-glycerol (OAG, 100 µmol/L) – a membrane-permeable DAG analog – exactly mimicked PHE action in terms of inducing [Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_{i}\)]\(_{out}\)-dependent [Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_{i}\)] oscillations (Fig. 1C). OAG-induced oscillations even had the same amplitude (546±39 nM, n=79), duration (1.81±0.22 min) and period (3.1±0.9 min) as the PHE-induced ones, suggesting common mechanisms downstream from DAG and basically ruling out any essential involvement in the IP\(_3\)-dependent processes.

In contrast to the observations with PHE and OAG, ATP (100 µmol/L) evoked a large transient [Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_{i}\)], increase (763±25 nM, n=93) followed by a sustained plateau on a considerably lower level (Fig. 1D). This plateau was sensitive to extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) removal consistent with its Ca\(^{2+}\) influx nature (Fig. 1D). When ATP was initially administered in the Ca\(^{2+}\)-free solution, it caused only a transient [Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_{i}\)], elevation of 580±28 nM (n=64) without a plateau, as one would expect for pure intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) mobilization (Fig. 1E). The reintroduction of Ca\(^{2+}\) in the continuing presence of ATP produced a rapid [Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_{i}\)], rise followed by a slow decline (Fig. 1E), probably reflecting the Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent inactivation mechanism of underlying membrane Ca\(^{2+}\) influx channels. Thus, experiments with ATP provide clear evidence for the contribution of both Ca\(^{2+}\) release and Ca\(^{2+}\) entry in overall [Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_{i}\)], and suggest that P2Y-R-controlled Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling mostly recruits IP\(_3\)- and store-dependent processes in hPCE cells.

Altogether, the results on [Ca\(^{2+}\)\(_{i}\)], measurements strongly suggest that Ca\(^{2+}\) entry pathways participating in α1-AR-mediated signaling rely on store-independent DAG-gated
membrane channels, whereas P2Y-R-mediated signaling engages plasma membrane SOCs, which are activated upon IP3-dependent Ca\(^{2+}\) store depletion.

**Differential store-dependency of phenylephrine- and ATP-stimulated ACE.** To obtain more direct evidence of the differing store-dependency and origin of Ca\(^{2+}\) entry pathways involved in α1-AR- and P2Y-R-mediated signaling we used several approaches. In the first one we tested for PHE and ATP effects on the background of the ER Ca\(^{2+}\) store depletion produced by thapsigargin (TG) – a known store-depleting agent acting via inhibition of SERCA-pump Ca\(^{2+}\) uptake. In the second, we examined the impact of IP\(_3\) receptor inhibition by heparin on the ability of PHE and ATP to activate membrane currents. Finally, in the third, we screened a number of blockers of various types of native cationic channels and TRP members on their ability to inhibit PHE- and ATP-induced [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) responses.

In the experiments with TG we applied it first in Ca\(^{2+}\)-free solution to liberate intracellularly stored Ca\(^{2+}\) and then we re-added Ca\(^{2+}\) to initiate store-operated Ca\(^{2+}\) entry (SOCE). As Fig. 2A shows, if PHE was applied during TG-induced SOCE, it was still able to activate characteristic Ca\(^{2+}\) oscillations on top of SOCE (n=61). In contrast, the same type of ATP application failed to produce any change in [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) on top of TG-induced SOCE (Fig. 2B, n=63).

The inclusion of the IP\(_3\)-receptor antagonist heparin (0.1 g/L) in the intracellular pipette solution used in the whole-cell patch-clamp experiments had no effect on the ability of PHE to activate membrane current (Fig. 2C), but totally abrogated ATP-evoked current (Fig. 2D) (n=5-11). PHE and ATP both activated inwardly rectifying membrane currents: I-V relationships for both currents are presented in inset of Fig.2C and 2D. PHE-evoked current reached its full amplitude in about 2.0±0.7 min and its average density was 11±1.5 pA/pF at V\(_m\)=−100 mV (n=11) whereas the average density of ATP-induced current, which reached its full amplitude in about 1.5±0.8 min, was 1.3±0.6 pA/pF at V\(_m\)=−100 mV (n=5).
We also compared the effects of such widely used inhibitors of store-dependent and store-independent membrane Ca\textsuperscript{2+} transport as 2-aminoethoxydiphenyl borate (2-APB), La\textsuperscript{3+}, MDL, flufenamate and SK&F 96365 on PHE- and ATP-induced Ca\textsuperscript{2+} entry. Given that none of the drugs used was able to affect the temporal parameters of PHE-induced [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{i} oscillations, their effectiveness was evaluated on the basis of their ability to reduce either the amplitude of oscillations in the event of PHE, or maximal [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{i} elevation following Ca\textsuperscript{2+} re-addition (as presented in Fig. 1E) in the event of ATP. As one can see in Fig. 2E (n=95-102), all agents except for 2-APB at low (10 µmol/L) concentration, strongly inhibited the ATP-induced response. They exerted virtually no effect on the PHE-induced one except for the SK&F 96365, which blocked the response to PHE by about 50%. Such divergent sensitivity is again consistent with the substantial role played by store-dependent processes in ATP actions, but not in those of PHE, since all the agents used are generally known to be more specific to store-operated channels than to other types of cationic channels. Moreover, although 2-APB effects can block both IP\textsubscript{3} receptors and SOCs (11), its ability to stimulate ATP response at a low concentration (10 µmol/L) and to inhibit it at a high concentration (100 µmol/L, see Fig. 2E) agrees closely with the known dual, potentiation-inhibition 2-APB action on SOCs (11).

Thus, our results unequivocally demonstrate that in hPCE cells, ATP-stimulated P2Y-R-coupled Ca\textsuperscript{2+} signaling involves Ca\textsuperscript{2+} entry via store-operated membrane channels, whereas PHE-stimulated \(\alpha_1\)-AR-coupled Ca\textsuperscript{2+} signaling involves Ca\textsuperscript{2+} entry via store-independent DAG-gated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} permeable cationic channels.

**TRPC channel expression in human prostate cancer epithelial cells.** In the attempt to define the molecular identity of the channels underlying PHE- and ATP-induced ACE, using specific primers (Table I) and the RT-PCR technique, we first studied the expression of the mRNA of the human isoforms of the TRPCs (TRPC1, TRPC3, TRPC4 and TRPC6) in hPCE cells. In the first set of experiments, the specific primers were designed to amplify a portion of
the N-terminal sequence surrounding the initiating codon ATG of each TRPC member (Fig. 3A, D). In the second set of experiments, specific primers were designed to identify the TRPC4 and TRPC6 splice variants isoforms (Fig. 3E, F), except for the TRPC1 where the N-terminal primers allow us to identify the splice variants. Fig. 3 shows the expression of the transcripts for the TRPC1A splice variant (Fig. 3A), and the PCR products of the expected sizes for the TRPC3 (Fig. 3B), TRPC4 (Fig. 3C) and TRPC6 (Fig. 3D) in hPCE cells. The study of the splice variants isoforms (Fig. 3E, F) shows that the TRPC4β and TRPC6γ spliced isoforms were expressed in hPCE cells in addition to unspliced forms of TRPC4 and TRPC6.

**Effects of targeted TRPC1, TRPC3, TRPC4 and TRPC6 hybrid depletion on ACE.** To elucidate the specific contribution of each of the identified TRPC members to α1-AR- and P2Y-R-mediated Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling, we employed antisense hybrid depletion technology to decrease endogenous mRNA level of each of the TRPC1/3/4/6. We thereby reduced their expression, allowing the subsequent evaluation of their effect on PHE-, OAG- and ATP-stimulated Ca\(^{2+}\) influx. In this type of experiments, we treated the cells with antisense oligonucleotides specific to each TRPC member before using them for Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging. Cells treated for the same period of time with respective sense oligonucleotides, which are not supposed to affect endogenous mRNA levels, served as a control. We have previously demonstrated the reduction of specific TRPC1, TRPC3, TRPC4 and TRPC6 mRNA expression in antisense vs. sense treated cells by Western-blotting analysis in prostate cell line (31, 41).

Because of the oscillatory nature of PHE- and OAG-induced \([Ca^{2+}]_i\) responses and the possibility that altered TRPC expression may potentially affect the amplitude as well as the temporal parameters of oscillations, we opted to characterize the resulting effects of antisense treatments by calculating the area under oscillations (i.e. calculating an integral) over the 30 min observation period (\(S_{Ca}\)) and then subtracting the \([Ca^{2+}]_i\) baseline. For the PHE-induced
oscillations in non-treated hPCE cells under standard conditions, the $S_{Ca}=2700\pm210 \text{nM*min}$.

In the event of ATP responses, the effects of TRPC depletion on $Ca^{2+}$ entry was evaluated based on the changes of maximal $[Ca^{2+}]_i$, during the transition from $Ca^{2+}$-free to $Ca^{2+}$-containing solution in the type of experiments presented in Fig. 1E.

Fig. 4A shows that antisense hybrid depletion of TRPC1 (left top, n=48-85) as well as of TRPC4 (left bottom, n=72-105) exerted a pronounced down-regulatory effect on ATP-induced response (i.e., 87% and 84% inhibition, respectively) virtually without affecting PHE- and OAG-induced ones. On the contrary, the antisense knockout of TRPC6 strongly inhibited responses to PHE and OAG (i.e. by 62% and 59%, respectively) leaving the ATP one intact (right bottom, n=59-99). Finally, TRPC3 hybrid depletion affected ATP-, PHE- and OAG-induced responses almost equally, inhibiting them by 50%, 52% and 68%, respectively (right top, n=54-87).

Thus, these data indicate that endogenous TRPC1 and TRPC4 channels are exclusively involved in ATP-stimulated store-dependent type $Ca^{2+}$ entry, whereas TRPC6 is the primary DAG-gated channel mediating PHE-stimulated store-independent $Ca^{2+}$ entry involved in oscillatory-type $Ca^{2+}$ signaling in hPCE cells. Endogenous TRPC3 is probably plays an equal role in both store-dependent and store-independent $Ca^{2+}$ influx pathways.

Alpha1-AR agonist phenylephrine, but not ATP promotes hPCE cell proliferation via TRPC6 up-regulation. In our previous studies we have shown that PHE promotes the proliferation of androgen-dependent prostate cancer LNCaP cells via the mechanism involving $Ca^{2+}$ influx (38, 44), whereas extracellular ATP causes the growth arrest of androgen-independent prostate cancer DU-145, by affecting store-dependent processes (38, 44). Therefore, it was natural to examine how the two agonists influence the proliferation of primary hPCE cells as well.
Consistent with our observations of other prostate cancer cell types, two-day- treatments of primary hPCE cells with PHE (10 µmol/L) enhanced their proliferation by 37.3±2.0%, whereas the same period of ATP (100 µmol/L) treatment inhibited cell proliferation by 61.6±1.6% (Fig. 4B). Specific effect of the agonists on cell’s proliferation was further confirmed by assaying the expression of two cell-cycle regulators, cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27 (35), by immunofluorescent staining with FITS-conjugated anti-CDK4 and anti-p27 antibodies. Inspection of the images presented in Fig. 4C shows that PHE treatment resulted in the upregulation of CDK4 expression and downregulation of p27 expression in contrast to ATP, whose action on the expression of these cell-cycle regulators was exactly opposite. These data permitted us to conclude that the effects of PHE and ATP on cells count were indeed related to cell proliferation and growth arrest, respectively.

To prove the critical involvement of TRPC6 in growth-regulating properties of α1-AR and P2Y-R agonists, we used hPCE cells subjected to TRPC6 hybrid depletion. In the absence of agonists, hPCE cells demonstrate similar proliferation activity irrespective of whether they were treated with TRPC6 sense (TRPC6/s) or antisense (TRPC6/as) oligonucleotides (Fig. 4B). However, in the presence of PHE, the proliferation of TRPC6 sense- and antisense-treated cells becomes dramatically different: if sense treatment did not change the usual proliferation promoting effects of PHE, then antisense treatment not only abolished these effects, but even reversed the trend, consequently resulting in proliferation inhibition. At the same time, TRPC6 sense- or antisense treatments did not influence the usual inhibitory mode of ATP action on hPCE cell proliferation.

Moreover, semi-quantitative Western blot analysis for possible changes in the expression of TRPC6 involved in PHE-induced Ca^{2+} signaling, which is likely to underlie
growth-regulating effects, have revealed a ∼3-fold up-regulation of TRPC6 expression in response to PHE-treatment (Fig. 4D).

Altogether, these results point to the key role of TRPC6 in PHE growth-regulating functions.

Proliferation promoting effects of α1-AR agonists involve NFAT activation. To determine which transcription factor(s) mediate opposing effects of α1-AR and P2Y-R agonists on primary hPCE cells growth, we used cells transiently transfected with the pCIS-CK plasmid containing an insert of luciferase reporter gene driven by either synthetic NFAT- or NF-kB-dependent promoter (see Methods).

Fig. 5A shows that the incubation of transfected hPCE cells in the presence of PHE (10 µmol/L) for 48 hours increased NFAT-dependent luciferase expression by approximately 5-fold compared to the cells maintained under control conditions, whereas the presence of ATP in the culture medium during the same period of time was unable to alter NFAT-dependent luciferase expression, which remained identical to control values. At the same time, neither agonist produced a significant change in NF-kB-dependent luciferase expression (Fig. 5B). Moreover, PHE-induced increase in cell proliferation was specifically related to the increased NFAT activity, as blocking calcineurin by cyclosporin A (100 nmol/L) or FK506 (10 µmol/L) thereby impeding nuclear NFAT translocation, prevented the ability of PHE to induce cell proliferation without affecting the ATP-induced growth arrest (Fig. 5C). Thus, α1-AR-mediated stimulation of hPCE cell proliferation mainly occurs via NFAT activation.
DISCUSSION

In the present work, we have focused on elucidating the specifics of Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling involved in the opposing effects on human prostate cancer epithelial cell proliferation of α1-adrenoceptor and P2Y-purinergic receptor agonists, and report on three major findings: 1) α1-AR agonist, PHE, stimulates oscillatory type intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling sustained by Ca\(^{2+}\) entry via store-independent DAG-gated membrane channels predominantly represented by TRPC6, whereas P2Y-R agonist, ATP, stimulates store-dependent and transient Ca\(^{2+}\) signal involving SOC activation, to which the major contributors are TRPC1 and TRPC4, 2) TRPC6 is a key determinant in proliferation promoting effects of α1-AR agonists via oscillatory type Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling and 3) α1-AR agonist-stimulated oscillatory-type Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling enhances the coupling efficiency to nuclear Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent transcription factor, NFAT, involved in the activation of proliferation promoting gene expression.

*Agonist-dependent growth regulation of human prostate cancer epithelial cells.* In the present study, we confirmed that the major conclusions regarding the growth-regulating properties of α1-AR and P2Y-R signaling systems reached in our previous works on model systems of prostate cancer cell lines (38, 44) apply to the primary hPCE cells as well. Our study is the first of its kind to be conducted on primary cells, and its results allow all data, including those obtained in cell lines, to be taken into consideration from a common perspective. This is of importance in view of the widespread usage of cell lines due to their convenience and accessibility, although for practical applications primary human prostate cancer epithelial cells represent the preferred model for such studies (for details, see Methods section).

Thus, it seems to be proven that α1-AR-coupled signaling is associated with the enhancement of hPCE cell proliferation, whereas P2Y-R signaling brings about a cessation of proliferative activity. We have shown that despite being initiated by the common PLC-
catalyzed inositol phospholipids breakdown, the downstream pathways for the two receptors diverge by preferentially relying on the two different secondary messengers generated by such a breakdown, namely IP<sub>3</sub> or DAG. Such a divergence permits the generation of the two different patterns of intracellular Ca<sup>2+</sup> signal in response to agonist-mediated stimulation of the two receptors, which ultimately result in opposite end effects on cell proliferation.

We show that the pattern of Ca<sup>2+</sup> signaling initiated by α1-AR stimulation is characterized by regular oscillatory activity, which is almost exclusively based on Ca<sup>2+</sup> entry pathway directly gated by DAG with no apparent role for IP<sub>3</sub>-mediated store depletion. The latter is demonstrated by the inability of PHE to produce measurable Ca<sup>2+</sup> release in the absence of extracellular Ca<sup>2+</sup>. Generally, this is surprising as most models of Ca<sup>2+</sup> wave generation involve interplay between Ca<sup>2+</sup> entry and IP<sub>3</sub>-mediated store-dependent processes (42, 43). It may therefore suggest either very localized and compartmentalized Ca<sup>2+</sup> releases incapable of changing global [Ca<sup>2+</sup>]<sub>i</sub> or the involvement of store-independent Ca<sup>2+</sup> uptake/extrusion mechanisms such as, for instance, a mitochondrial one. In contrast, Ca<sup>2+</sup> signaling coupled to P2Y-R stimulation is largely determined by IP<sub>3</sub>-mediated store-dependent processes including robust Ca<sup>2+</sup> release and the activation of store-operated Ca<sup>2+</sup> influx (Fig. 6). Currently, it is well-known that IP<sub>3</sub> has a short half-life within the cell and that the diffusion of locally produced IP<sub>3</sub> is rate limiting (1, 28, 32). The only determinants of IP<sub>3</sub> spatial range of action are its lifetime and diffusion constant in cytoplasm. However, little is known about assessing these variables in single cell: there are rather used computational models but no indicator is available that would allow IP<sub>3</sub> to be visualized (45). Similar difficulties appear to study the intracellular signaling of DAG. The carbon-11 labeled DAG was proposed to evaluate its intracellular signaling but its use needs further investigations (12). Due to these technical limitations, addressing the question of such divergence between α1-AR-coupled and P2Y-R signaling appears unrealistic.
Recent data suggest that oscillatory $[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_i$ activity may be especially suited to the specificity of Ca$^{2+}$ signaling (9), as the possibility of amplitude and frequency signal encoding permits distinct effectors to be targeted. Our data on selective proliferation promoting $\alpha_1$ agonist action via the induction of Ca$^{2+}$ oscillation in hPCE cells, are consistent with this notion. Moreover, the fact that these oscillations translate into enhanced hPCE cell proliferation, via the activation of the Ca$^{2+}$-dependent transcription factor, NFAT, generally agrees with previous findings on the importance of Ca$^{2+}$ signal amplitude and frequency characteristics, in determining the efficiency and specificity of coupling to various transcription factors, including NFAT (9). In contrast, Mignen et al. have reported that repetitive Ca$^{2+}$ oscillations due to low agonist concentration could not enhance the Ca$^{2+}$-dependent activation of NFAT in m3-HEK293, whereas high agonist concentration, that induced a sustained elevation in cytosolic Ca$^{2+}$ concentration, was able to translocate NFAT (23). However, the Ca$^{2+}$ signal pattern was markedly different in their experiments: the Ca$^{2+}$ concentrations were elevated for only a few seconds ($\sim 10-15$) during each oscillation (24), whereas the oscillatory period in T-cells (19) and in hPCE cells was approximately 2 minutes.

On the other hand, the suppressive effects of ATP-mediated P2Y-purinergic receptor stimulation on hPCE cell proliferation, via the induction of store-dependent Ca$^{2+}$ signaling, are generally consistent with the critical role of the ER Ca$^{2+}$ store content and store-operated Ca$^{2+}$ channels in the regulation of prostate cancer cell apoptosis, as shown in our previous works (33, 43). Indeed, persistent activation of P2Y-purinergic receptors may cause chronic underfilling of ER Ca$^{2+}$ store and an adaptive decrease in SOCE, which although may not be sufficient to induce apoptosis (33, 43), but sufficient to exert anti-proliferative effects (44).

**TRP members involved in agonist-stimulated Ca$^{2+}$ entry in human prostate cancer epithelial cells.** Our results also highlight the importance of Ca$^{2+}$ entry pathways in the discrimination of the signaling via $\alpha_1$-adrenergic and P2Y-purinergic receptors in hPCE cells.
Indeed, as we show, the α1-AR agonist, PHE, as well as the DAG analog, OAG, activate Ca\(^{2+}\) entry mainly via the TRPC6 channel, whereas store-dependent type Ca\(^{2+}\) entry activated by ATP, predominantly involves TRPC1 and TRPC4 channels.

The literature ascribing various TRPC members to the DAG-gated or SOC type is quite conflicting and controversial, suggesting that each member, depending on cell type, the level of its expression and the presence of other members, may exhibit preferential DAG-dependent, store-dependent or even dual modes of activation (2, 29, 39). Therefore, a thorough assessment of the contribution of each particular TRP in the creation of the specific type of Ca\(^{2+}\) entry pathway is required in every case. In this respect, the information available on prostate cancer cell is very limited. So far, our own data obtained in the prostatic LNCaP cell line only suggests that TRPC1 and the member of the “vanilloid” TRP subfamily, TRPV6, are predominantly involved in SOC formation (42), which agrees closely with the TRPC1 role in ATP-induced store-dependent type Ca\(^{2+}\) entry established above. Moreover, TRPC1 is one of those channels most involved in store-operated Ca\(^{2+}\) entry in general (2). Another TRPC member, TRPC4, which we also identified as essentially contributing to ATP-induced store-dependent type Ca\(^{2+}\) entry in hPCE cells, has been demonstrated both in the SOCE and in other cell models (29).

Although the existence of a direct DAG-gated activation mode for heterologously expressed TRPC6 is well established (10, 16, 39), when it comes to DAG-gated TRPCs are, our study is the first to identify endogenous TRPC6 as a primary determinant in physiologically relevant agonist-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) entry operating on the direct DAG gating mechanism in cells of prostate origin, Moreover, we not only uncover the TRPC6 involvement in the generation of PHE-induced Ca\(^{2+}\) oscillations in hPCE cells by providing Ca\(^{2+}\) entry, but also demonstrate the likely role of this channel in the enhancement of the pro-proliferating effects of α1-AR agonists, since chronic exposure to PHE causes TRPC6
overexpression. It is also quite plausible that promotion of proliferation in response to α1-ARs stimulation may result not only from the higher coupling efficiency of Ca\(^{2+}\) oscillations to NFAT activation, but also from the spatial co-localization of TRPC6 with the machinery of Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent NFAT activation.

In general, the role of TRP members in proliferation activity has been best studied for smooth muscle cells. Interestingly, the results of these studies point to both TRPC1 and TRPC6 as important determinants in the promotion of pulmonary vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation (36, 46). However, the underlying mechanisms seem to involve the enhancement of store-operated Ca\(^{2+}\) influx only, including both TRPCs channels.

**Potential clinical implications.** Our present study together with the afore-mentioned recent one (38) reveals new, previously unanticipated clinical effects for α1-AR blockade in the control of prostate epithelial cell proliferation, which can be further exploited for growth suppression in the benign and malignant prostate. Moreover, since we have identified the signaling pathway mediating α1-AR-stimulated proliferation promotion, all the molecular entities involved can potentially represent suitable targets for therapeutic intervention. This is especially true with respect to the TRPC6 channel, which determines the oscillatory pattern of Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling that couples agonist-mediated α1-AR stimulation to Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent activation of the NFAT transcription factor, as disrupting this pattern would ultimately terminate proliferative gene expression.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. α1-adreno- and P2Y-purinoreceptor-mediated Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling in primary hPCE cells. (A and B) The patterns of [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) induced by α1-AR agonist phenylephrine (PHE, 10 µmol/L) in hPCE cells initially maintained either in 2 mmol/L (A, 2/Ca\(^{2+}\), n=67) or 0 mmol/L (B, 0/Ca\(^{2+}\), n=98) extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) and their sensitivity to the subsequent [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{out}\) variations. (C) The pattern of [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) induced by the membrane-permeable DAG analogue OAG (100 µmol/L, n=79) in hPCE cells maintained at 2 mmol/L [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{out}\) (2/Ca\(^{2+}\)) and its sensitivity to extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) removal (0/Ca\(^{2+}\)). (D and E) The patterns of [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) induced by P2Y-R agonist ATP (100 µM) in hPCE cells initially maintained either in 2 mmol/L (D, 2/Ca\(^{2+}\), n=93) or 0 mmol/L (E, 0/Ca\(^{2+}\), n=64) [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{out}\) and their sensitivity to the subsequent [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{out}\) variations; means ± s.e.m.. All interventions are marked by horizontal bars in the upper parts of the graphs.

Fig. 2. Differential store-dependency of α1-AR- and P2Y-R-mediated responses in the primary hPCE cells. (A and B) [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) changes in response to hPCE cells exposure to thapsigargin (TG, 1 µmol/L) showing Ca\(^{2+}\) liberation under 0 mmol/L [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{out}\) (0/Ca\(^{2+}\)) followed by store-operated Ca\(^{2+}\) entry (SOCE) upon addition of 2 mmol/L [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_{out}\) (2/Ca\(^{2+}\)) and the ability of PHE (10 µmol/L, n=61, A), but not ATP (100 µmol/L, n=63, B) to evoke characteristic [Ca\(^{2+}\)]\(_i\) signal on top of TG-induced SOCE; mean±s.e.m., n=61 (A) and 63 (B). (C and D) Averaged time courses (means±s.e.m., n=5-11) of the inward whole-cell membrane currents activated by PHE (10 µmol/L, C) and ATP (10 µmol/L, D) in hPCE cells under control conditions (open symbols in C and D) and following the cell’s pre-dialysis with IP\(_3\)-receptor antagonist heparin (0.1 g/L, filled symbols in C and D) via patch pipette; currents were measured at membrane potential −100 mV and related to the cells’ capacitance to yield current density (pA/pF) before averaging. I/V relationships of PHE and ATP-evoked currents
are presented (inset C and D). (E) Quantification of the effects of common cationic channels inhibitors, 2-APB (10 and 100 µmol/L), La³⁺ (1 mmol/L), MDL (100 µmol/L), flufenamate (50 µmol/L) and SK&F 96365 (SKF, 10 µmol/L), on the amplitude of PHE-induced [Ca²⁺]ᵢ oscillations (white columns) and ATP-induced SOCE (black columns) in hPCE cells; mean±s.e.m., n=95-102.

Fig. 3. RT-PCR analysis of the expression of human TRPC1A (A), TRPC3 (B), TRPC4 (C) and TRPC6 (D) transcripts and of human splice variants of TRPC4 (E) and TRPC6 (F) transcripts in hPCE cells. The expression products were obtained using the primers described in Methods section. M – DNA ladder.

Fig. 4. TRPC6 is an important determinant in PHE-induced [Ca²⁺]ᵢ response and in proliferation-promoting effects of α1-AR stimulation in hPCE cells. (A) Quantification of [Ca²⁺]ᵢ signals (means±s.e.m., see text for details) induced by ATP (100 µmol/L), PHE (10 µmol/L) and 100 µmol/L OAG in hPCE cells treated for 48 h with sense (white columns) or antisense (black columns) oligonucleotides directed against TRPC1 (left top panel, n=48-85), TRPC3 (right top panel, n=54-87), TRPC4 (left bottom panel, n=72-105) or TRPC6 (right bottom panel, n=59-69). * P<0.01. (B) Changes in the density of vehicle-treated hPCE cells (light gray columns) and hPCE cells treated with either TRPC6-sense (dark gray columns) or TRPC6-antisense (black columns) oligonucleotides following 48 h incubation under control conditions (CTL) and in the presence of phenylephrine (PHE, 10 µmol/L, gray column) or ATP (100 µmol/L, black column); (*) designates significantly different values with P<0.001; J₀ corresponds to the initial cell density and J₄₈ to the cell density after 48 hours in culture under regular conditions; cells treated with the transfection reagent alone (vehicle) served as control for oligonucleotides treatments. (C) Representative epifluorescence images of hPCE
cells labeled with FITS-conjugated anti-CDK4 (right images) and anti-p27 (left images) antibodies under control (CTL) conditions and following 48 h culturing in the presence of PHE (10 µmol/L) or ATP (100 µmol/L); 10 µm scale bars. (D) Western blot analysis for the expression TRPC6 protein in hPCE cells following 48 h incubation under control conditions (CTL) or in the presence of phenylephrine (PHE, 10 µmol/L). Each experiment was repeated three times.

Fig. 5. α1-AR-mediated proliferation-promoting effects involve NFAT activation in hPCE cells. (A) Quantification of luciferase activity in hPCE cells transiently transfected either with a luciferase reporter gene with a NFAT-dependent promoter (gray columns) or with a reporter vector lacking NFAT response elements in the promoter (white columns) following 48 h incubation under control conditions (CTL) and in the presence of phenylephrine (PHE, 10 µmol/L) or ATP (100 µmol/L); mean±s.e.m. of three independent experiments; * P<0.01. (B) Same as in (A), but for hPCE cells transiently transfected with a luciferase reporter gene with (gray columns) or without (white columns) NF-kB-dependent promoter. (C) Changes in the density of hPCE cells in response to 48-hour-long treatment with phenylephrine (PHE, 10 µmol/L) or ATP (100 µmol/L) under regular (control, CTL) conditions and in the presence of calcineurin inhibitors, cyclosporine A (100 nmol/L, light gray columns) or FK506 (10 µmol/L,dark grey columns); (*) indicates P<0.001 compared with PHE-treated cells under control conditions.

Fig. 6. Schematic depiction of α1-adreno- and P2Y-purinoreceptor-mediated Ca^{2+} signaling in the primary hPCE cell proliferation. α1-AR stimulation by agonist (PHE) via G-protein-coupled PLC-catalyzed PIP_2 breakdown causes generation of two secondary messengers, IP_3 and DAG, of which DAG directly activates the plasma membrane (PM) receptor-operated
channel (ROC) represented by TRPC6, whereas IP$_3$ due to some limitations of a yet unknown nature, is unable to produce visible effects. Consequent Ca$^{2+}$ entry via ROC/TRPC6 causes NFAT activation due to Ca$^{2+}$/CaM(calcineurin)-assisted translocation to the nucleus, where NFAT initiates the expression of the genes necessary for proliferation. In contrast, agonist-mediated P2Y-R stimulation (ATP), although causing the same PLC-catalyzed derivation of IP$_3$ and DAG, further down employs IP$_3$ to release Ca$^{2+}$ from endoplasmic reticulum (ER) via IP$_3$-receptor (IP$_3$-R) with the subsequent activation of PM store-operated Ca$^{2+}$ channels (SOC), mainly represented by TRPC1 and TRPC4. Associated ER Ca$^{2+}$ store depletion most probably serves as a primary stress factor for proliferation inhibition.

Table I. The sequences of selected oligonucleotides used as RT-PCR primers or as sense and antisenses.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targets fragment</th>
<th>Oligonucleotides</th>
<th>Position in GenBank sequence</th>
<th>Expected size (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PCR primers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hTRPC1</td>
<td>Forward: 5'-AGTGGGAACGACTCATCCTTTT-3'</td>
<td>300-322 (NM_003304)</td>
<td>632 (TRPC1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward: 5'-CATAGTTGGTACGATGAGCAGC-3'</td>
<td>931-910 (NM_003304)</td>
<td>530 (TRPC1A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hTRPC3</td>
<td>Forward: 5'-CTTCTCTAGGTCCATGGAGGGA-3'</td>
<td>150-172 (U47050)</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward: 5'-TCAGAGTGAATCAGAAGCAGC-3'</td>
<td>568-547 (U47050)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hTRPC4</td>
<td>Forward1: 5'-GCAGAGACAGAAATACTAGCATGG-3'</td>
<td>205-229 (AF063822)</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward1: 5'-CTGGAATTCAGAAGACTGCTT-3'</td>
<td>659-636 (AF063822)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward2: 5'-CTCTGGTTGTTCTACTCAACATG-3'</td>
<td>2058-2082 (AF063822)</td>
<td>781 (TRPC4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward2: 5'-CTGTGTGGAGCAGCAAATCTCTT-3'</td>
<td>2861-2839 (AF063822)</td>
<td>528 (TRPC4β)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>356 (TRPC4γ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>332 (TRPC4δ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hTRPC6</td>
<td>Forward1: 5'-TTCCGCCCCATGAGCCAC-3'</td>
<td>420-436 (AJ006276)</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward1: 5'-CGGTGAGCCAGTGTTGTCAGAT-3'</td>
<td>627-604 (AJ006276)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward2: 5'-GAATCTAGCAATGAAACTGCGAT-3'</td>
<td>1322-1345 (AJ006276)</td>
<td>625 (TRPC6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward2: 5'-CATATCATGCTTATTACAGGGA-3'</td>
<td>1947-1925 (AJ006276)</td>
<td>461 (TRPC6β)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>277 (TRPC6γ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actin</td>
<td>Forward: 5'-CAGAGCAAGAGGACATCCTCCT-3'</td>
<td>248-267 (NM_001101)</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backward: 5'-GGTCGACGCTCAACATGAT-3'</td>
<td>457-436 (NM_001101)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sense and antisenses oligonucleotides</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hTRPC1</td>
<td>Antisense: 5'-GCCATCATCGCGGCCCAT-3'</td>
<td>405-388 (NM_003304)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sense: 5'-ATGGGCGCGATGATGGC-3'</td>
<td>388-405 (NM_003304)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hTRPC3</td>
<td>Antisense: 5'-CCATGACCTAGAGAAGC-3'</td>
<td>166-149 (U47050)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sense: 5'-GCTTGCTCTAGGTCCATGG-3'</td>
<td>149-166 (U47050)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hTRPC4</td>
<td>Antisense: 5'-GTAATAGAAGTAGCCCAT-3'</td>
<td>236-253 (AF063822)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sense: 5'-ATGCGTCCTAGTCTATTAC-3'</td>
<td>253-236 (AF063822)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hTRPC6</td>
<td>Antisense: 5'-TGTCGCTCAATGAGGCCAGA-3'</td>
<td>437-420 (AJ006276)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sense: 5'-TTCCGCCCCATGAGGCCAGA-3'</td>
<td>420-437 (AJ006276)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I